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In pursuit of a wider bandwidth and higher communication efficiency, traditional buses
are being replaced by innovative communication fabrics as the principal interconnect.
However, interconnection networks consume a significant portion of the total system
energy. It has been reported in most systems up to 35% of energy is consumed by the
interconnection networks. Thus, we must develop innovative and effective solution that
can reduce power consumption for the interconnection networks for high-performance
systems.
This special issue is targeted towards cutting edge research that reduces the energy
consumption of the communication medium in distributed systems. We received some
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very high quality submissions and in the end we selected the following four articles that
encompass various trends in current state-of-the-art research domain.
‘Implications of energy efficient Ethernet for hubs and switches’ studies the affects of
the mandate of energy efficient Ethernet on hubs and switches.
‘UETS/EFR World Wide Net: a new network paradigm, simple, secure, highly
scalable and energy-efficient’ proposes a new paradigm to build high capacity network
nodes that address the scalability and energy consumption of the deployed core network
infrastructure.
‘Modelling of staged routing for reduced carbon footprints of large server clusters’
presents a mathematical performance analysis of a simple routing mechanism that uses
staged overflow routing techniques to assign requests to servers.
‘Throughput optimisation of inter- and intra-domain autonomous systems traffic
engineering’ proposes a set of techniques that can be used to better control the flow of
packets inside an IP network.
We sincerely hope that the readers will enjoy the aforementioned articles and also
find them extremely valuable. We also would strongly encourage the readers to contact
the corresponding authors, if they need any further clarifications regarding their articles
presented in this special issue.
The editors of this special issue are especially grateful to the anonymous reviewers
who went through all of the submitted papers very thoroughly and helped us in selecting
the final four articles that are included in this special issue. We also are grateful for the
support of the editors in chief of the International Journal of Communication Networks
and Distributed Systems, Profs. Misra and Woungang. Finally, Jim Corlett, the technical
staff member of Inderscience, deserves a special thank you for his timely and valuables
services to make this special issue a reality – thank you. This work was performed under
the Luxembourg FNR Green-IT project (C09/IS/05).

